We update the standard model (SM) predictions of R(D * ) using the latest results on the decay distributions in B → D * ν ( = µ, e) by Belle collaboration, while extracting |V cb | at the same time. Depending on the inputs used in the analysis, we define various fit scenarios. Although the central values of the predicted R(D * ) in all the scenarios have reduced from its earlier predictions in 2017, the results are consistent with each other within the uncertainties. In this analysis, our prediction of R(D * ) is consistent with the respective world average at ∼ 3σ. We have also predicted several angular observables associated with B → D * τ ντ decays. We note that the predicted FL(D * ) is consistent with the corresponding measurement at 2σ. Utilizing these new results, we fit the Wilson coefficients appearing beyond the standard model of particle physics (BSM). To see the trend of SM predictions, we have utilized the recently published preliminary results on the form-factors at non-zero recoil by the lattice groups like Fermilab-MILC and JLQCD and predicted the observables in B → D * ν , and B → D * τ ντ decays.
I. INTRODUCTION
Precise extraction of the CKM element |V cb | is an important goal of the B-physics phenomenology. Inclusive and exclusive tree level semileptonic decays b → c ν ( = e, µ) are crucial in this regard. Note that the inclusive and exclusive determinations of |V cb | differ by ∼ 3σ [1] [2] [3] . We will focus on the exclusive determination of V cb from B → D ( * ) ν decays in this work. Other related observables like R(D ( * ) ) = Br(B→D ( * ) τ ντ )
Br(B→D ( * ) ν) are useful for the test of lepton universality. Significant deviations from their respective SM predictions will be a clear signal for the lepton universality violating (LUV) new physics (NP). Precise prediction of these observables, thus, is of utmost importance.
In addition to the considerable improvements in the lattice determination of the form factors in the last decade [4] [5] [6] , updated results on the branching fractions Br(B → D ( * ) ν) in different q 2 -bins are now available [7] . With these new inputs, several groups had reanalyzed these decay modes using the Boyd-Grinstein-Lebed (BGL) [8] and Caprini-Lellouch-Neubert (CLN) [9] parametrizations for the form-factors. The latter uses heavy quark effective theory (HQET) relations between the form-factors in which relevant higher-order corrections are missing. The extracted values of |V cb | and R(D ( * ) ) have improved over their earlier estimates. For details, see [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and the references therein. The world averages based on these analysis can be seen from ref. [16] : R(D) = 0.299 ± 0.003, R(D * ) = 0.258 ± 0.005, |V cb | exl = (41.9 ± 2.0) × 10 −3 .
(1)
Uncertainties in R(D * ) are estimated by parametrizing the missing higher-order pieces in the relations between the HQET form-factors [14, 15] . In all of those analyses, the ratios of the HQET form-factors are considered at order O(α s , 1 m b , 1 mc ). In the ref. [15] , an additional correction of ≈ 20% between the ratios of the HQET form-factors is considered. Also, several different normalizations for the ratios of the form-factors F 2 (w)/F i (w) were used to predict R(D * ) and the variations in R(D * ) due to those were noted. Finding a method of predicting R(D * ) independent of the inputs from HQET is important and lattice inputs on the form-factors at non-zero recoil are required for that.
Very recently, Belle has updated their measurement on the decay distributions in B → D * ν [17] . They have also extracted the values of |V cb | using the CLN and BGL parametrizations of the form-factors and the results are consistent with each other within the error-bars. The extracted value is lower than what was observed with their 2017 data (eq. 1). These new results from Belle are incorporated in a couple of other analyses [18, 19] where the authors have updated the prediction of R(D * ) in the SM. In both of these analyses, the predicted values of R(D * ) are consistent with the one given in eq. 1, but the central values are lowered by ≈ 2%. In ref. [19] , the available results on B → D * form-factors from light-cone sum rule (LCSR) [20] at q 2 = 0 are used.
In the present article, we have updated our earlier analysis [15] with the new inputs and have modified the method of our data-analysis. We know that the statistical analyses play an important role in addressing research questions. The two prevalent philosophies in inferential statistics are frequentist and Bayesian. The differences between these two frameworks originate from the way the concept of probability itself is interpreted. In our earlier publication, we had used frequentist framework in analyzing the data, where a parameter of interest is assumed to be unknown, but fixed (has a true value). In general, it is assumed that there is only one true regression coefficient in the population. Here, we have updated our method to the Bayesian view of subjective probability, where all unknown parameters are treated as uncertain and thus should be described in terms of their underlying probability distribution.
We would like to point out that in our earlier analysis we truncated the BGL series of all the relevant form-factors at N = 2 which gave us stable results on the extracted V cb . In such cases, the number of BGL parameters, associated with the three form-factors in B → D * decays, will be 9. In a recent work [21] , it is shown that at the present level of precision the optimal number of BGL parameters required to fit the current data is less then 9. However, in such scenarios, the extracted values of V cb will not be stable anymore. Although this is not our main focus, here we have pointed out the use of Akaike Information Theoretic approach (AIC) to find out optimal number of BGL coefficients which can best explain the data. The uses of AIC in the context of NP model selection can be seen from [22] [23] [24] and the references therein.
Along with the extraction of |V cb | and the prediction of R(D * ), we have extracted a few angular observables related to B → D * τ ν τ decays. Also, the variation of the form-factors, and the decay rate distributions with the recoil angle w are shown. The results are compared with those obtained from the old Belle data [7] and we have noted a shift in the distributions. As before, the updated SM prediction for R(D * ) show deviations from its measured value [16] . The presence of new interactions beyond the SM can explain this deviation. Regarding this, there are plenty of analyses available in the literature. Here, we would like to point out a few references where bounds on model-independent new WCs are obtained using the updated results in 2017 [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In this article, we extract the model-independent new physics Wilson coefficients (WC) using these newly available inputs.
Recently, a set of preliminary results of the HQET form factors for the B → D ( * ) ν decays at non-zero recoil have been presented by Fermilab MILC collaboration [31] and JLQCD [32] . The analyses have been done with N f = 2 + 1 flavors of sea quarks with variable lattice-spacing. They have also done a chiral-continuum-fit to the available lattice points. Though the error budgets are given, it is not complete. To note the impact of these inputs on the SM prediction of R(D * ), we have done an analysis only with these inputs; not using experimental data to extract the form-factors. This type of analysis will give us a clear picture of the experimental biases present in the prediction of R(D * ), which is important, since we neglect the possibility of new physics effects in b → c ν (with = µ or e) decays in general. Also, using these lattice inputs, we can obtain the decay rate distributions in B → D * ν , which can be compared with the corresponding experimental results. Any discrepancies between the two will lead us to reconsider our understanding.
II. ANALYSIS WITH THE NEW DATA

A. Different fits and their comparison
Essentially, there are two form factors f + (z) and f 0 (z) relevant for the decays B → D ν , while those for the decays B → D * ν are given by f (z), g(z), F 1 (z) and F 2 (z), respectively. Following the BGL parametrization, each of these form factors can be written as a series expansion in z,
with
where w is the recoil angle. The mathematical forms of φ i 's and the Blaschke factor P i (z) can be seen from [8] .
The numerical values of the relevant χ functions, associated with the form-factors, are given in table II, with details given in ref. [8, 15] . Here, F i (z) include all the relevant form-factors f + (z), f 0 (z), F 1 (z), f (z), g(z) and F 2 (z) [6] , and the lower half are the results obtained by the Fermilab MILC collaboration [5] . [8, 14] respectively. The coefficients a Fi n obey both weak and strong unitarity constraints. Here, z is a kinematic variable and for the semileptonic decays under consideration, its values lie between 0 and 0.0456; for details, see [8] . The form factors in the decays B → D ν and B → D * ν can be fully expressed in terms of heavy quark effective theory (HQET) form-factors h V (w), h A1 (w), h A2 (w) and h A3 (w). As mentioned earlier, we have simultaneously extracted |V cb | and the form-factors f (z), F 1 (z), and g(z) from the fit to the available new data on the differential rates and angular distributions in B → D * ν [17] (and using the lattice input on the form factor h A1 (1) = 0.906(13) from the unquenched Fermilab/MILC lattice data [4] ). Using these fit results and the inputs given in table I, we have predicted R(D * ), and other relevant observables like the tau-polarization P τ (D * ), D * -polarization F L (D * ), and the forward-backward asymmetry A F B (D * ). Since there are no new updates on B → D ν decay, we do not repeat the analysis of this decay mode.
As mentioned earlier, we have analyzed the data using different orders of truncation in the series expansion of the form-factors and compared them. Though our main focus is on the BGL form-factors which are truncated at N = 2, i.e., (n f , n F1 , n g ) ≡ (2, 2, 2), we perform several other χ 2 fits by varying the order of truncation of each of the BGL form factors from 0 to 2 independently to study their sensitivity to the present data. We have considered all possible combinations of the values of n f , n F1 and n g ranging between 0 and 2. We then use the second-order variant of Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC c ) to do a data-based comparison and ranking of all the scenarios in hand. We would like to point out here that we have used weak unitarity bounds as constraints in all these fits, which have been neglected in ref. [21] . We find that the combination (n f , n F1 , n g ) ≡ (1, 2, 0) forms the best scenario to explain the present Belle data. We then perform Bayesian fits for this best case, as well as for N = 2 and the fit results for B → D * ν form factor parameters are given in Table III . We have made the necessary corrections to avoid the bias due to the D'Agostini effect [18] while using the experimental systematic uncertainties in these Bayesian fits. The second column lists the fit results for the scenario (1, 2, 0) while the third column contains the fit results for (2, 2, 2) . As n f = 1, nF 1 = 2, ng = 0 n f = nF 1 = ng = N = 2 [17] in B → D * ν decay using BGL parametrization of the form factors for n f = 1, n F1 = 2, n g = 0 (second column) and for N = 2 (third column). The last (fourth) column corresponds to the fit to new Belle data [17] together with LCSR inputs (for q 2 = 0) [20] for N = 2.
expected, the extracted parameters in the best possible scenario have smaller uncertainties compared to those in the scenario (2, 2, 2). Also, the coefficients/parameters of the expansion which are dropped in (1, 2, 0)-scenario have large uncertainties in the scenario (2, 2, 2), which points to the fact that the present data is not sensitive enough to extract the higher powers of the expansion. The probability distributions for the BGL coefficients of all the B → D * ν form factors corresponding to the N = 2 Bayesian fit and the correlations between them are depicted in Figure 1 . We note that the posterior distributions of the second-order coefficients of the BGL expansion are almost flat: indicative of the poor sensitivities of these coefficients toward the present data. Very recently, there are updates from LCSR on the form-factors V (q 2 ), A 1 (q 2 ), A 2 (q 2 ) and A 0 (q 2 ) at q 2 = 0 [20] . These QCD form-factors can be expressed in terms of the BGL form-factors, g, f, F 1 and F 2 . We have utilized these newly available LCSR results along with the other inputs and performed a Bayesian fit. The results are presented in the fourth column of table III. The LCSR inputs are also available for a few other values of q 2 = −5, −10, −15 (in GeV 2 ). However, we have not used these inputs in our analysis because of the reason stated in the following. The BGL parametrization of the form-factors rely on a Taylor series expansion about z = 0. The key ingredient in this approach is the transformation that maps the complex q 2 plane onto the unit disc |z| ≤ 1. Therefore, small values of z ensure faster convergence of the series. Now, for the semileptonic decay B → D * lν, the kinematically allowed region is 0 < z ≤ 0.0456. In this semileptonic region, the maximum value of z is obtained at q 2 = 0(GeV 2 ), and thus the large negative values of q 2 lead to a value of z which is very close to 1. Hence, we mostly concentrate on the LCSR inputs for q 2 = 0 for the BGL form factor fits. The extracted |V cb | is consistent with the one obtained without LCSR inputs.
The w-distributions of the form-factors in B → D * ν , extracted from different fits in table III, are shown in figure  2 . It compares the w dependence of the three B → D * ν form factors, f (w), F 1 (w) and g(w) obtained from three different Bayesian fits. The effects of the choices of experimental and theory inputs and the order of truncation of BGL expansion can be seen in these figures. There are differences between the results obtained using the 2017 [7] and the 2019 Belle results [17] , for all the form-factors. These differences become more prominent in the large-recoil limit, since the lattice results play an important role in constraining the BGL coefficients in the zero-recoil. Also, the w-dependence of the respective form-factors are consistent with each other for both the scenarios (1, 2, 0) and (2, 2, 2). As expected, the errors are a little less in the scenario (1, 2, 0). The w-dependence of all the form-factors are unaltered after incorporating the inputs from LCSR at maximum recoil, with the respective uncertainties reduced.
B. R(D * ) in the SM
We also obtain estimates for R(D * ) and other B → D * τ ν τ observables for all the fits; as listed in table III for N = 2. As mentioned earlier, there will be one additional form-factor F 2 (z) in B → D * τ ν τ , which we can not constrain from the experimental data in B → D * ν . We estimate the parameters of F 2 (z) by exploiting the HQET relations between the form-factors as shown in our earlier work [15] . In the following, we will briefly describe the method; for more details, see [15] . The ratio f + (w)/f 0 (w) can be expressed in HQET up to order O(α S ) in perturbative corrections and O(Λ QCD /m b,c ) in non-perturbative corrections [9, 13] , which are expressed in terms of a few sub-leading Isgur-Wise functions: η(1), η (1), χ 2 (1), χ 2 (1), and χ 3 (1). We use the lattice inputs on B → D ν (table I) to create synthetic datapoints for the HQET fit to the sub-leading Isgur-Wise functions. For example, we consider the ratio f + (w)/f 0 (w) for w = 1, 1.08, 1.16, using lattice data from MILC and for w = 1, 1.03, 1.06, 1.09, 1.12, using lattice data from HPQCD. Other relevant inputs like the quark masses (m b , m c ), α S and Λ QCD are taken from the reference [13] . We use these eight synthetic data-points to perform a Bayesian fit to the sub-leading Isgur-Wise functions η(1), η (1), χ 2 (1), χ 2 (1), and χ 3 (1). We observe that χ 2 (1), χ 2 (1), and χ 3 (1) are relatively insensitive to the form factor ratios used in the fit and hence, we use the QCDSR predictions [13] for χ 2 (1), χ 2 (1), and χ 3 (1) to specify the prior distributions for these parameters in the Bayesian fit.
In addition, to account for the missing higher order corrections, several normalizing parameters (∆s) have been introduced here in the ratios of the HQET form factors. We just need to make the following replacements in order to be able to estimate the size of these higher order corrections:
For the ratio f + (w)/f 0 (w), the only normalizing parameter involved is ∆ ∓ . We use the conservative estimate for ∆ ∓ = 1±0.2 to define its prior distribution in the Bayesian fit. The fit results for the sub-leading Isgur-Wise functions and ∆ ∓ are summarized in table IV. Finally, using the following equation:
we express F 2 (w)/f +,0 (w) in terms of the sub-leading Isgur-Wise functions. We have created synthetic data points for the right hand side of the above equation using the fit results given in table IV. Three more normalizing parameters, ∆ 21 , ∆ 31 and ∆, come into play here in defining these ratios and we use their conservative estimates: ∆ 21 = 1 ± 0.2, ∆ 31 = 1 ± 0.2, and ∆ = 1 ± 0.1. As the BGL coefficients for the form factors f + and f 0 are already known from the Observable R(D * ) P B → D ν fit [15] , the only unknowns are the BGL coefficients of F 2 for N = 2, i.e. a F2 0 , a F2 1 , and a F2 2 . We use the QCD relation A 0 (q 2 = 0) = A 3 (q 2 = 0), which is equivalent to
to eliminate a F2 1 (for details, see [15] ). Thus, in an attempt to obtain a conservative estimate of the form factor F 2 , we fit the BGL parameters a F2 0 and a F2 2 to the above-generated synthetic data-points. In this fit, we use the weak unitarity constraints for the BGL coefficients. As we find that this Bayesian fit is highly insensitive to the BGL coefficient a F2 2 , we have set a F2 2 = 0 without any loss of generality in making the predictions of the B → D * τ ν τ observables. Using the estimate of a F2 0 together with the fit results for the BGL B → D * ν form factor coefficients for N = 2, we have estimated R(D * ), P τ (D * ), F L (D * ), and A F B (D * ), which are tabulated in table V. Note that the prediction for P τ (D * ) is consistent with measurement [33] . On the other hand, F D * L is only consistent with the corresponding measurement [34] at 2σ. Also, the SM prediction is lower than the experimental result. For the detailed mathematical expressions of these angular observables, see [35] . The estimates are given only for the analysis with the BGL coefficients at order N = 2. The second and third column of the table V shows the predictions for the same observables using Belle 2017 and Belle 2019 data, respectively. We note that all the predicted values are consistent with each other within the error-bars. While we note a reduction in uncertainty in all the observables for the present data set, the central value of R(D * ) has reduced by ≈ 2%. The fourth/last column represents the results which are obtained using the fit results with LCSR inputs at q 2 = 0. Here, we extract a F2 0 as before, but a F2 1 is constrained using the LCSR input A 0 (q 2 = 0) = 0.68 ± 0.18 1 , not from the equation 6. Therefore, F 2 (z), in this case, is extracted using only the theory inputs like lattice and LCSR, without any impact from the experimental inputs on B → D * ν . This is why all the predictions have large errors, though they are consistent with the predictions given in second and third columns of the same table. Figure 3 compares the B → D * τ ν τ decay distributions for the scenarios discussed in table V. We can see that the black bars and the blue bands are consistent within error bars as both the scenarios depend on exactly the same experimental inputs for the Bayesian fits. However, the results obtained using Belle 2017 data differ from these new results, as seen before. The SM predictions given in table V can be compared with the respective measurements given in table VI. We note that there still are discrepancies in the data on R(D * ). Our predictions of R(D * ) in the analysis with Belle 2018 data sets (without LCSR) are consistent with the respective world average at ∼ 3σ, while being consistent with the most recent results by Belle (2019) at ∼ 1.5σ. On the other hand, our predictions, with LCSR as inputs, are consistent with the world average at ∼ 3σ and with the most recent result of Belle (2019) at ∼ 1.5σ. Also, the predictions of R(D) [16] are consistent with the respective world average at ∼ 3σ. All these observations taken together could be indicating to the presence of a non-zero new physics. In this section, we will constrain possible NP scenarios from the data in a model independent way.
The most general effective Hamiltonian describing the b → cτ ν τ transitions is given by
where C W (W = V 1 , V 2 , S 1 , S 2 , T ) are the Wilson coefficients (WCs) corresponding to the following four-Fermi operators: Here, we have considered only the left handed neutrinos. We fit these Wilson coefficients to the available data on the integrated observables in B → D * τ ν τ decay from BaBar, Belle and LHCb collaborations in order to estimate the size of the different NP effects allowed by the present experimental scenario. All the different experimental inputs to this NP fit are listed in the table VI. Detailed expressions for the observables R(D * ), P τ (D * ), F L (D * ), and B(B c → τ ν τ ) in terms of the WCs can be found in the references [35, 42] . We consider several simple NP scenarios with both real and complex WCs, with a maximum of two NP fit parameters at a time, the respective cases are listed in tables VII and VIII. In these Bayesian fits, the results from the analysis in Section II (corresponding to second column of table V) are used to define the prior distributions for the BGL coefficients corresponding to (N = 2) for all the B → D * ν form factors while for the prior distributions for B → D form-factors, we depend on the B → D ν analysis in our earlier work [15] . Table VII gives the predictions of R(D ( * ) ) in different NP scenarios which are obtained from a fit to all the experimental inputs while table VIII lists the R(D ( * ) ) predictions corresponding to the fit after dropping the experimental input from BaBar. As was already pointed out in reference [42] , the cases with B(B c → τ ν τ ) > 30% are physically ruled out. In the SM we get a prediction for B(B c → τ ν τ ) = 0.020 ± 0.002. The tensor operators do not contribute to figure 4 with the 1σ Credible Intervals (CI) around the central moment of the relevant WCs mentioned. The blue shaded regions correspond to the NP fits to all the experimental inputs in table VI, while the red shaded ones correspond to those with the experimental inputs from BaBar dropped. Note that, in some cases, there are slight changes in the allowed regions after dropping the BaBar data. For the two-parameter scenarios, we have shown the correlations between the WCs for the allowed NP scenarios in figures 5 and 6. The solid and the dashed contours enclose the 68% and 95% probability regions, respectively. The gray shaded region in the figures depict the NP parameter space disallowed by the constraint B(B c → τ ν τ ) > 30%. Note that the two-operator scenario with Re(C S1 ) and Re(C S2 ) is only marginally allowed as most of the parameter space, allowed by the B → D * τ ν τ and B → Dτ ν τ data, are disfavored by the limit on B(B c → τ ν τ ). The two-dimensional posterior distributions for cases 7, 11, and 12 are found to be multi-modal i.e., there are multiple allowed regions in the NP parameter space.
A note here: as can be clearly seen from the plots, the multiple modes of cases 11 and 12 are fairly disconnected and separated from each other. As a result, the Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo (MCMC) process, which samples the parametric distributions, has a fair chance to get stuck at one of these modes. Though this can be avoided using some parallel-tempering method [43] or an affine-invariant ensemble sampler [44] , we instead have chosen to show the 1 and 4σ confidence intervals obtained from the frequentist analysis. The solid and dashed contours in figures 5f and 5g enclose the 1 and 4σ confidence intervals respectively. On the other hand, Figure 6 only shows the 68% and 95% Bayesian credible intervals for the mode that corresponds to the smallest absolute values for the WCs for the cases 11 and 12. As can be seen from these plots, the regions obtained from frequentist and Bayesian analyses are consistent. The nature of correlations are found to be mostly consistent with those in ref. [23] , which does a similar NP analysis with CLN parametrization using the old Belle data [7] . These results could be utilized to extract the couplings and masses of different NP models. FIG. 6: Allowed NP parameter space for the multi-modal New Physics scenarios, with the smallest absolute values for the WCs. The blue shaded regions correspond to the NP fits to all the experimental inputs in table VI while the red shaded regions correspond to the fits after dropping BaBar data. Solid and dashed contours enclose 68% and 95% highest probability regions respectively. The gray shaded region denote the NP parameter space disallowed by (table VII) . If we instead use the fit with both experimental and lattice inputs from B → D ν decay (for details, see ref. [15] ), we get the Standard Model estimates : P τ (D) = 0.326(3) and A F B (D) = 0.3596 (3) . Note that the predicted values of P τ (D) are different (slightly higher) in the scenarios with left-handed scalar current (with WC 'C S1 ') than the other scenarios. Similar observation can be made for P τ (D * ) in the scenario with right-handed vector current with the WC 'C V2 '. In this scenario, the magnitude of the predicted value is much lower than those of the predictions in other scenarios. Therefore, the precise measurements of these observables will be helpful to pinpoint these specific NP scenarios. Also, while the predicted values of F L (D * ) in all the NP scenarios are consistent with the experimental result at 2σ, their central values are much lower than the corresponding measured value.
IV. R(D * ) USING THE PRELIMINARY LATTICE INPUTS AT NON-ZERO RECOILS Parameters Fit to JLQCD data [32] Fit to MILC data [31] + LCSR data [20] + LCSR data [20] + [31] and JLQCD [32] . In both the analysis, LCSR inputs [20] for q 2 = 0 are used and h A1 (1) = 0.906 (13) is taken from unquenched Fermilab/MILC lattice data [4] .
Inputs used JLQCD data [32] + LCSR data [20] MILC data [31] + LCSR data [20] in the fit + hA 1 (1) from MILC [4] + hA 1 (1) from MILC [4] Observable R(D * ) P As mentioned in the introduction, lattice collaborations, like JLQCD and Fermilab MILC, are analyzing the formfactors associated with the above mentioned decays at non-zero recoil. They have shown their preliminary results on this in a couple of conference proceedings [31, 32] . In this section, we do a toy analysis to study the impact of these preliminary lattice results on the B → D * ν form-factors. In this part of the analysis, we are neither using any experimental inputs, nor inputs from HQET to constrain the form-factors in B → D * ν and B → D * τ ν τ . Rather, the obtained predictions are totally dependent on the inputs from lattice and LCSR. The extracted values of the form-factors from these fits and the various predictions obtained using them can then be compared to those with the experimental inputs. Since the results are preliminary, we have not used them to extract V cb , but have given a preliminary prediction of R(D * ).
In the rest of this section, we discuss the details of our method of analysis. For lattice inputs from JLQCD [32] , we extract nine lattice data-points for each of the four HQET form factors (h V (w), h A1 (w), h A2 (w), and h A3 (w)) corresponding to nine w values (w = 1, 1.01, 1.02, 1.03, 1.04, 1.05, 1.08, 1.09, and 1.10), i.e., a total of 36 data-points. For the inputs from MILC [31] , we extract five lattice data-points for each of the four HQET form factors corresponding [17] (black bars) is compared to the preliminary lattice inputs from MILC [31] (blue band) and the lattice inputs from JLQCD [32] (red band) together with LCSR inputs [20] . In figure 7d , the blue and red bands hold the same meaning in context to F 2 while the black bars represent F 2 obtained using the method discussed in section II B. to five w values (w = 1, 1.02, 1.04, 1.06, and 1.08), i.e., a total of 20 data-points. The HQET form-factors can be easily expressed in terms of the BGL form-factors (g(w), f (w), F 1 (w), and F 2 (w)). Thus, we can easily extract all the required BGL coefficients and form-factors using these preliminary lattice results. Fit results for all four B → D * ν BGL form factors for N = 2 using the JLQCD and MILC data-points are given in the second and third columns of table X respectively. In both of these fits, LCSR inputs [20] for q 2 = 0 are used in addition as well. For h A1 (1), the result from unquenched Fermilab/MILC lattice data [4] (h A1 (1) = 0.906 (13) ) is used instead of the preliminary MILC [31] and JLQCD [32] results. Since we can directly extract F 2 (z) using lattice in this case, there is no need to use the HQET relations between the form-factors. Using these results, the prediction of R(D * ) and other important observables is straight-forward and they are given in Table XI along-with their correlations. Comparing these results with the ones given in table V, we note that all the respective predictions are consistent with each other within the error-bars. Though the central value of R(D * ) obtained from JLQCD results is slightly lower than the that found using the other inputs, at the moment it still has large uncertainty. We have to wait for the final conclusion till we get the final results with complete error budget. Figure 7 compares the shape of the form-factors at different values of w. The plots are generated using the above mentioned preliminary lattice results at non-zero recoils, and these are compared with the one extracted in our earlier analysis using experimental results and LCSR. For all the form-factors except F 2 , the JLQCD and MILC results differ from each other near the zero recoil, which is evident from their data as well. We have used LCSR inputs at q 2 = 0, and thus the shape of the form-factors across all the fits agree with each other at the maximum recoil. Considering the uncertainties at 2σ CI in the form-factors extracted from experimental data, they agree with the respective JLQCD and MILC predictions then at lower values of recoil. In the case of F 2 , apart from the preliminary results from JLQCD and MILC, the form-factors are extracted using lattice results on f + and f 0 and LCSR without any inputs from experiments. As we can see from figure 7d , the w-distributions are agreeing with each other in all the three cases.
In figure 8 , we have compared the decay-rate distributions in w-bins for the decays B → D * ν ( figure 8a) and B → D * τ ν τ (figure 8b) for different scenarios. We note that the results obtained from the preliminary lattice results are in good agreement with each other and also with the corresponding experimental results from Belle [17] . Any further conclusion needs to wait for more complete results from the lattice. In the case of B → D * τ ν τ decays, we find good agreement between the distributions obtained from JLQCD and MILC, and they also agree with one of the earlier fits in table V (last column). So far, all the predictions in the SM, obtained with or without the explicit use of experimental results in B → D * ν , are consistent with each other.
V. SUMMARY
In this article, we have reanalyzed the B → D * ν , and B → D * τ ν τ decays on the basis of new Belle data and have updated the extracted values of |V cb | and R(D * ) in the SM. We have done the analysis with and without the inputs from LCSR at q 2 = 0. Our new results without LCSR are:
|V cb | = 39.37 +1.07 −1.21 × 10 −3 and R(D * ) = 0.251 +0.004 −0.005 ,
and after incorporating LCSR, we get:
|V cb | = 39.56 +1.04 −1.06 × 10 −3 and R(D * ) = 0.252 +0.006 −0.007 .
We note that compared to our 2017 analysis [15] , the respective uncertainties in both |V cb | and R(D * ) have reduced considerably, and they are consistent with each other within the error-bars. We have also predicted several angular observables associated with the B → D * τ ν τ decays. The SM predictions for F L (D * ) is consistent with the respective measurement at 2σ. Also, the value is lower than the corresponding measured value.
The above predictions of R(D * ) are not entirely consistent with the measured values. This excess can be explained in a model-independent way by assuming the presence of some new vector, scalar or tensor-type operators. We have worked out the constraints on the new Wilson coefficients associated with such new operators. The analysis and the resultant parameter spaces of the allowed scenarios show that the data still allow large new physics contributions in those decay modes. We note that the NP scenarios with right-handed scalar quark current are disfavored by the data and the most favored scenario is the one with left-handed vector quark current operator (SM type).
Very recently, lattice collaborations like Fermilab MILC and JLQCD have presented their preliminary results on the HQET form-factors at non-zero recoil. To do a consistency check, we have predicted R(D * ) using only those results. The obtained values are consistent with the one mentioned above. Also, the extracted form-factors and the decay rate distributions in B → D * ν and B → D * τ ν τ are compared with the one obtained from the analysis with experimental data on B → D * ν as inputs. In the case of B → D * ν decays, we do not find any discrepancy between the experimental results of the w-rate distributions and those obtained using preliminary lattice results at non-zero recoil. Similarly, in the case of B → D * τ ν τ decay, results obtained from JLQCD and Fermilab-MILC are in good agreement to that from fitting the data with lattice and LCSR together. More concrete results with appropriate error budgets are needed from the lattice groups for any further conclusion.
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